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THE CONTRIBUTION OF POLICY ORIENTED RESEARCH CENTRES TO

ECONOMIC REFORM AND DEVELOPMENT S PROBLEMS AND POSSIBLITIES

This paper entitled "The Contribution of Policy Oriented Research

Centres to Economic Reform and Development: Problems and

Possibilities" was written as part of the Senior Policy Workshop

on the theme of "Enhancing the Interface between Government

Policy and Dcision Making Entities and Research Training

Institution in support of Economic Reform and Development", which

is to be held in Rabat on September 21st to 25th, 1992.

The paper is divided into three sections.

Section A looks at the effect of the political environment on the

interaction between policy makers and analysts. Section B

examines the contribution research can make to policy analysis

and implementation the performance of regional research bodies,

and how autonomy and independence can be safeguarded. Section

C examines the role research centres can play in supporting

economic reform and development.

Section A-

(i) To what extent does the political environment in Sub Saharan

Africa encourage interaction between policy makers and research

On gaining independence the newly formed indigenous governments

saw the enormous transformative potential in the university

sector. To tap this governments changed the university charters
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to subject them more to government control and thus facilitate

their use in the development process (Eiseman and Davis, 1991)

1. This is not to imply that change was not necessary, as the

inherited Asquith approach to the development of the university

in Anglophone Africa, had a very narrow and often irrelevant

humanities bias that was not suited to the needs of the newly

emerging states (Court, 1991)2. Within this the inherited

university system was engrained in a climate where discussion was

not tolerated, under the colonial rulers, and this has taken the

academic profession quite a time to work out of its system.

Nearly all Eastern and Southern African countries opted for

single party systems to ease the transition from colonial rule

to independence. This must be seen in light of the time itself,

as there was no history of democracy in the region. The new

rulers inherited the system left over from the colonists and were

left, in essence, to get on with it. This system however,

produced certain anomalies in that power became concentrated not

just in a few hands, but in those same hands for a protracted

length of time. This of course coloured the relationship between

the state and those people in universities, or research bodies,

who conducted policy analysis. The evidence of a turbulent

relationship can be seen in detentions, sackings, exodus of

academics, and periodic closing of universities, etc. In fact,

in my own country Tanzania, as in most countries in the region,

research clearances were introduced. This tied up the research

process in bureaucracy which especially blighted research of a

regional nature. This obstacle often was biased against Africans;

as expatriates could use money and influence to overcome them.
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As Court (3) says, apart from notable exceptions in Tanzania,

Botswana, Lesotho and Swaziland, the relationship between the

state, and the university in Africa has been characterised by

"...nascent antagonism and ever increasing measures of

intimidation and control" ;-^ : ■ : " * ■■•■'".■

Such a situation breeds an atmosphere of mutual distrust and

suspicion. In these tense circumstances the dialogue between the

governments and the universities, and researchers, cannot have

been universally fruitful. Governments wary of criticism will not

be ready funders of policy analysis, if they expect to be

embarrassed by the. potential findings. This put an emphasis on

analysis of proposed policy initiatives, and on those areas of

research that served the needs of the one party planned economy,

i.e. manpower planning etc. Other problems also dogged the

relationship between the emerging independent states and the

universities. The founding fathers were often not well educated

and found exchanges with academics difficult, as they spoke

different languages. One wanted solutions for immediate problems

whilst the other wanted money and resources to carry out

research. Even if this was accomplished, it was hard for

politicians to understand the jargon that so much of research is

written in. Coupled with this problem was often the arrogance

of the African scholar who looked at the world, outside his ivory

tower, with distain and suspicion.

The present moves to a market economy and multi-parties will

undermine the-often strained relationship between the government

and policy researchers, and open the way to a new and fruitful



interaction. In fact such dialogue has never been more necessary

as one could almost say that the colonial era is now just ending,

in that all is now open to question, including issues of national

boundaries etc. These new departures, both political and

economic, will bring great and hopefully good and lasting changes

to the region. But we stand on a precipice and could yet sadly

descend, if we are not vigilant, (as have some Eastern European

countries) into anarchy and chaos. Some countries are obviously

better placed, than others to make this transition, both

economically and politically, but there are great opportunities

for regional cooperation in this transitional period. Structures,

such as the East African Community, must be revived, expanded and

made workable to ensure a stable and prosperous future for the

region. There are many examples of just this which are relevant

to our countries, especially the ASEAN group. This formation of

regional bodies is not unconnected with the topic of my paper,

as we see at present in the EC regional programmes, such as

COMETT (to promote regional cooperation between higher education

and industry, in the area of technology) , EMASMUS (to promote

staff and student exchanges) and LINGUA (to promote competence

in foreign languages). All these programmes in the words of Jones

•* . . .represent significant testbeds of experience and

action networks and provide tangible basis for policy

analysis and implementation."
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In the future we can expect to see policy research conducted

outside the teaching structures of our universities and more and

more in specific research centres, and research wings of the

universities themselves. This division of labour, as it were,

seems to me to be a rational step. I envisage a situation arising.

in Africa, where such bodies cannot be supported in each country

due to economies of scale, but will have to be established on a

regional basis and cover topics of common interest. Some of these

bodies are already in place such as CODESRIA, ESAURP and ICIPE

which have the experience and personnel to take up new and more

dynamic roles. ,

Section B:

(i) How can research contribute to improved policy making,

analysis and implementation?

When the countries of Eastern and Southern Africa gained

independence, in the 1960's, some were left with already

established universities and research centres. These, however,

were not geared to the needs of the newly independent countries

as they were set up by the colonial powers who had their own

agenda. These countries experienced a large migration-to the

parent country of most of its expatriate skilled labour force,

and this placed a large teaching burden on universities in terms

of producing replacements, as well as filling new vacancies.

This, in turn, affected university staff and resources in terms

of teaching, and impinged on the quality and quantity of research

output. The governments themselves neither had the time or the
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resources to undertake serious research into the implications of

new policy initiatives (Maliyamkono, 1991) 5. Most governments

took either the planned economy/self sufficiency model or the

market based/outward orientated model of development, with only

minor modifications for the African setting. History has shown

the deficiencies in both types of organisation but obviously more

so in the planned economy case.

At independence there was not much emphasis placed on policy

research; and research that was supported was geared mostly to

the manpower needs of the planned economy. Even the research in

the natural sciences was subjugated to the needs of the economy.

This is shown by Eiseman and Davis (6) when they say that most

research that was funded in the natural sciences was into such

areas as import substitution, manufacturing exports and commodity

production and processing.

Now that the limitations and weaknesses of past policies are

crystal clear with the aid of perfect hindsight, the countries

of the region must adapt to the new situation which faces them.

There is an inexorable move to market economies in the region,

often at the same time as the move to a multi-party democracy.

These are two different changes: the move to markets brought

about . by economic imperative, and the move to multi-party

democracy, often at the behest of foreign donors. Some fear that

this move to multi-parties may be foisted too quickly onto the

countries and may undermine the market reforms. These moves

however, signal a sea change in the type of research that will

be funded in the future,and indeed where it will be conducted.

This can lead to an instrumentalist view of research, where
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immediate benefits and relevance is stressed. This leads to an

increased emphasis on the conducting of consultancies, as they

must be useful to the purchaser and they provide funds to the

research institute. Such a shift in emphasis has been evident

since the questioning of the role of the African university in

the 1970's, but has recently become more pronounced.

There is also emerging, throughout the world, a trend towards

specialisation of university functions between research and

teaching. This is to be seen in countries as diverse as France

and India. New moves in the United Kingdom will see this trend

reinforced. Here funds will be given to departments on the basis

of their research, or teaching output, in an effort to stream

colleges into those concerned with teaching, and those conducting

research. This will also cause the reallocation of staff to the

areas of their comparative advantage, further reinforcing the

trend. Often such trends result in the setting up of research

/policy analysis wings in universities: examples of which can be

seen in the University of Dar es Salaam (Economic Research Bureau

BICO,IRS, IRA and projects within specific departments).

Research centres are now often founded as a branch of a

university department with the support and backing of a relevant

government Ministry. In this way they act as an important foruin

for the exchange of ideas, knowledge and personnel, between the

research institute and the government. Such a trend was

recognised and encouraged in ESAURP's Capacity Report (1987) 7.

These also facilitate another departure in policy research in

that funds are given to institutions in favour of individual



policy researchers. Funders, both governments and private, prefer

to solicit research from institutions, as it is easier to justify

to supervisors, they usually are more permanent than individuals

and hence can build up a much higher profile/reputation, they are

more even handed in their approach and finally institutions lend

a certain gravity to findings that does not come with the

findings of an individual.

The last decade has been a time of retrenchment in education

spending, on a world wide scale. This has led to very searching

questions being asked of the position and role of higher

education, and research in particular. Some commentators, such

as Psacharopoulos and Woodhall (1985, 8), find that the social

rate of return to third level education, is less than that of

secondary and primary education and thus argue for a reallocation

of funds. This is, however, not so straightforward as there is

an obvious interdependency between higher and lower forms of

education: these studies rarely take into account the effect of

research undertaken by institutes of higher education on it's

social rate of return (Eiseman and Davis 9). In essence higher

education is special as it creates it's own knowledge, which

feeds into both the education system, and into the economy at

large-
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Notwithstanding the allocation of educational/resources over

sectors, there has been large cutbacks in the subventions paid

to universities and research budgets. The key words are

transparency and competition, in which the funders of higher

education and research try to renegotiate their relationship with

the institutions. This process of accountability is well

paraphrased in the words of Hufner (1991) 10:

" Accountability...- becomes, first of all, a, political
process in which the goals,of higher education, as well as

it's outcomes are,discussed" ■>■ ■ , • ■ :.

These initiatives have necessitated the introduction of some

indicators of performance, both within and across, institutions

as a basis for decision making. Such is■ the.seriousness that is

given to these performance indicators that the ; OECD has

commissioned research into effective and equitable ones.

Institutions of' higher education can have their performance

measured in terms of internal indicators (graduation rates,

failure rates, market share of applicants, student evaluations

etc.), operating indicators (student-staff ratios, ;numbers of

full time equivalents, unit costs etc.), external indicators

employability and first destination of graduates) and research

indicators (numbers of publications, citation indices, .share of

contract research, numbers of graduate study applications,

numbers of dissertations accepted, inventions/patents,

invitations to conferences, election to academies jetc.). The

obvious thing about such indicators is that only operating and

research indicators will be free from manipulation; and bias,
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which leads, to an undervaluation of the teaching function of the

university. In turn these are the indicators that are used to

justify spending real locations,, There is also the problem of

comparing universities and research institutes, and the

implication this has for the allocation of governmental research

budgets. Such indicators on research must always be biased in

favour of research institutes, or to areas in universities with

light teaching loads, which further reinforces the trend towards

more independent research institutes.

Research regardless of it's origin, or it's funder has a large

role to play in the development process and in the informing and

guiding of policy. The countries of Eastern and Southern Africa

must make difficult decisions as to which type of research to

fund (i.e. natural science, humanities, social science, etc.) and

within each field which areas are to be given emphasis. This

needs to be done so as to tune the research endeavours (those

funded by the public purse at any rate) to the needs of the

economies in question. Morsy (1991, XI) questions the value of

some ephemeral research being conducted by African researchers,

into Russian literature etc. But this need not be a problem if

this research is funded by foreign governments, and should be

indeed encouraged so as to raise the profile of African

researchers in general. At home, efforts must foe made to

encourage research which has relevance to the development effort.

This line has been taken by most foreign donor agencies, which

are a significant funder of research in the region. This policy

is particularly pronounced in the approach of IDRC, CODESRIA, the

Ford and Rockefeller Foundations. Such an emphasis, needless to
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say, forces researchers into the analysis of policy, especially

social scientists, even if their interests truly lie in more

theoretical questions. This is, of course, not independent of the

poor salaries paid to academics/researchers, and the implicit

contribution made to them by foreign donor support (Widstrand,

1992, 12). The whole incentive structure for

academics/researchers is thus warped, such that foreign donor

contracts and consultancies displace the teaching and research

duties as the main concern. This may have serious implications

in the future when it comes time to replace the present stock of

academics and researchers as the new stock will have graduated

from a system characterised by overcrowding, underfunding and a

more distant relationship between staff and student.

An important qualification that must be made as regards policy

research, is that the quality of output must match the clients

expectations, for if it does not, the necessary research in the

future may not be undertaken or will be given to expatriates. As

was said in ESAURP (1987, 13): whether governments and the

private sector use universities as resource centres, depends on

the universities themselves. :

11 They must earn the privilege of being consulted "

Another interesting comparison is with the systems in the

Pacific basin countries. These countries were ;broadly

commensurate with ours after the second world war but have

diverged from us widely since. Some commentators point to the

higher „ expenditures, on R&D, as a cause of this differing
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performance, but the real gap in this indicator only opened,up

after these economies had already taken off». This calls into

doubt the paradigm where R&D leads to growth, and suggests a

modification where growth leads to increased R&D which leads to

more growth, and so on. In this research is a complement of the

growth process in developing countries and less of an instigator

of economic growth.

(ii.) How have Institutions such as OSSREA (and n&tion&X r&seajrch

In Africa there are estimated to be over 2 00 regional research

institutions which perform their duties with mixed results. Some

of these would be worthy of attention on a worldwide scale whilst

some just duplicate work carried on elsewhere. They have in

common, their dependency on donor and foreign support, as local

governments cannot sustain these bodies in times, such as ours.

This causes conflicts whereby survival can be ensured by "dancing

to the funder's tune", This is damaging to the continents

indigenous research capacity: as researchers do not get the

opportunity to set their own priorities and agenda, but are

carried along by the whims of funders. We all know that research

on the continent has followed funder's money around, especially

in the last decade. This only gives African research the

consistency and continuity that, the funders agenda has.



The regional institutions find it hard to articulate a set of

research priorities, in the face of diverse national interest.

We in ESAURP, during our (Capacity Report of 1987, 14) found that

the research being carried out in the natural sciences was

directly tied to each country's dominant economic sector. For

example Zimbabwe and Tanzania had large amounts of research in

maize, whilst Zambia's research was in the copper sector. This

prevailing trend does not foster much research cooperation among

countries and many regional efforts failed on this very point.

Another problem that besets regional institutions is their

unnecessary bureaucratic nature and the role of politics in

appointments. In the latter instance jobs are allocated so as not

to offend rather than on merit. This may be sustainable (though

I think we will see otherwise in the future), in such

organisations as the World Bank and the United Nations, but here

we simply must ensure that all posts are allocated on merit*

Some Research institutions start out as research wings within the

university system as did ESAURP. This, however, can lead to the

institution being invisible with all the other departments etc

in the university. Other problems arise as the researchers and

the university compete for space and facilities. We ourselves had

the unenviable position of being housed in three offices that

were a good ten minutes walk from my own office. As you can

imagine much time and effort was wasted because of this. We

however, used monies saved from consultancies, over the years,

to construct out 22 office building adjacent to the university.

This has acted as a sort of watershed in our development and our



profile has risen appreciably since. We now have ample space and

all our activities are housed under one roof. We also have room

for expansion and will use the extra offices for visiting

scholars and income generating activities.

Lastly, poor cominunications seriously affect the performance at

regional research bodies. We can see this in the necessity to

move AAPAM from Addis Ababa to Nairobi. This, of course,

undermines the truly regional nature of the whole exercise, as

far as the bodies are concerned. But we should not be slaves to

such well meaning intentions that undermine the efficiency of

However, the present time offers many possibilities for regional

research institutions and these can be taken by those best

prepared to capitalise on them. It seems that some institutions

in the natural sciences are already there, such as ICIPE, in

Nairobi, under the auspice of SADCC. Those of us in the social

sciences (where all the changes are taking, place) however, must

be ready to adapt to new circumstances. This requires imagination

and steady nerves as only the most able institutions can flourish

in this new era of competitiveness.
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(ill) How can we ensuire that research institutes discharge their

responsibilities without compromising their independence and

autonomy.

Academic independence and autonomy are often seen as sacred cows

and efforts to undermine them are vigorously resisted. However,

such a privilege does come at a price, and this is being nowadays

exacted by the funders of education and research, in terms of

greater accountability and competition. This sentiment has been

expressed in ESAURP(1987,15) and Morsy (1991, 16) Essentially

what the funders want is some feeling of value for money. This

is particularly so at a time when the majority of the population

are straining under the exigencies imposed by SAP and the poor

performance of the economies in the, region. The universities are

feeling particularly pinched and they no longer have themonopoly

on the production of knowledge that they used to enjoy. Given

this and the trend towards more research being conducted outside

the university proper, how can objectivity be ensured. Given that

these institutions must now compete for government and private

funds, it seems that there will be a tendency to take the funders

view. This iwould be ^detrimental to the whole area of policy

research and would put it on a footing with the reports produced

on companies by stockbrokers in northern countries. To ensure

such practices do not proliferate the government must pre-commit

funds to institutions and the efficacy of their use must be

evaluated by an autonomous body which makes recommendations as

to future subventions. This system would overcome charges of

political interference and would perform a service to the public,
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if the findings of such policy research were widely published.

There are many such institutions, in all areas of the world, and

their findings are respected by the governments and the private

sector and inform much of the national debate on crucial

questions of the day.

However there are concerted attacks on autonomy to be seen

throughout the world, but a case in point is the UK where since

the late 1980's the concept of tenure has been suspended for all

new hirings. Though the tenure system, has been rightly attacked

for the complacency that it engenders, it is an important bulwark

against arbitrary and unusual retribution on members of staff by

a government stung by criticism.

These departures can seen, as they are, by Altbach (1991, 17)

as a sign of health in the centres of learning and research.

■ "...when universities have been least central and

important, their autonomy has been safest."

Ours is clearly not one of those sleepy times for the

universities, as we live in a world of great change, where old

certainties disappear overnight, where cartographers cannot rest,

and the benefits and costs of progress are felt by a greater

proportion of the world's population, than at any time in our

past.

In Africa itself there has been much debate and soulsearching

on the role autonomy has to play in our universities. This is

witnessed by the "Dar es Salaam Declaration on Academic Freedom

and Social Responsibility of Academics, April 1990". This has
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it' s counterparts throughout the region where the notions of

autonomy and responsibility handed to us by our colonial masters

were not very developed or suited to our particular situation

(Altbach, op. cit.). We in the African university system are as

yet finding our own distinctive place in the world's systems of

universities, though we hold dear the same common ideals as the

universities elsewhere.

Section C:

(i) How can the role of research centres in supporting economic

reform and development efforts be enhanced?

A major block to the enhancement of the role of research centres

is the lack of resources available to circulate their findings

to all interested parties. These findings would serve many

important functions, particularly, in informing public debate on

substantive issues that can change the direction the country

takes. This will require resources being made available for the

publication, if even in attenuated form, of the major results and

their distribution to end users.

Governments must invest resources in these research centres

whilst ensuring a suitable distance is maintained to overcome

charges of conflict of interest. Governments must be seen to

place some credence in their findings, and to act upon policy

prescriptions.



The centres themselves must strive for excellence

impartiality in their research. Particularly they should ensure

that their findings are intelligible to the end users and not

just trained technicians.

They will also have to engage in private consultancies to help

finance the institution and build up it's reputation, both at

home and abroad, and crucially gain the confidence and respect

of the indigenous private sector. These consultancies should

satisfy the criteria of relevance as they are commissioned by

private bodies who expect to benefit from the information they

will acquire. This international dimension (particularly the

south-south element) to policy analysis and research will help

to place the researchers outside the influence of their own

governments, and give them a latitude not enjoyed by researchers

whose interests do not expand beyond their national boundaries.

The institutions should become aligned with similar

institutions, both in the south and in the north, to stimulate

fruitful cross-fertilisation of ideas and experiences.

Conclusion

The movement to free markets and multiparty democracies will in

themselves help to overcome many of the difficulties faced by

policy researchers. We can expect to see improved economic

performance throughout the region, which will alleviate, to some

extent, the constraint of funding now being faced.

The new openness and indeed the uncertainty of politicians as to
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how best to proceed, will encourage greater acceptance of

research as they can now appeal to the electorate on the basis

of such findings. This enables researchers to be in a position

to legitimise politicians and policies, a position which they

must use carefully. Many embarrassing instances of flawed

research, and support of failed policies, has left many of my

colleagues in the north with egg on their faces. We in Africa

cannot live with such failures, as our society's problems are of

an order of immediacy that it is not just our pride that will be

hurt.

However, underfunding and the conseguences that this has for

autonomy, will be the major hurdle to be cleared. I humbly,

suggest that public funds should be recommitted to the research

sectors in the light of new practices of accountability.

Performance indicators will become a way of life for us in the

future. Those of us who are productive have nothing to fear in

them once they are fair and not subject to systematic biases.

Consultancies will become more and more important and their

potential must be exploited. Most of what is done at present is

small scale, short term work which is neither really lucrative,

nor does it encourage new knowledge to be acquired. At present

I atn working on a paper for A.A.U on regional university based

consultancy (RUCOB) schemes which it is hoped will enable African

scholars to exploit their cost, and other advantages over

expatriates, to obtain large consultancies for large funders such

as UNICEF, World Bank, ADB, etc.
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